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Abstract—Microfluidic technology has been applied widely
for separating and trapping various type of cells. This
technology has open ways to study and understand the biological
systems, the mechanism of diseases, developing the therapeutic
drugs, strategy to cure diseases and also in developing the
biomarker for early disease diagnosis. Hydrodynamic cell
trapping offers a great opportunity to direct, position, and trap
particles or cells in small volume liquids, a crucial requirement
for efficient single cell analysis. The challenges in hydrodynamic
trapping are the need for control precisely the microfluidic
multiple streams and a precise geometry design required to
allow successful trapping. To address this limitation, the single
cell hydrodynamic trapping finite element simulation was
developed to determine the efficiency of single cell traps of
variable geometries. A series of simulation studies were
performed to analyze the effect of the trap hole size, channel’s
height and fluid’s flow profiles to the appropriate for efficient
single cell trapping. From the simulation, increasing the trap
hole size has resulted in a gradually decreased of the fluid
velocity in the trap channel. Furthermore, the fluid velocity in
trap channel was found increasing with the increment of the
HChannel. Single cell trapping channel with the HHole of 4 μm and
HChannel of 15 μm produced the highest velocity in the trap
channel compared to other geometry tests. This finite element
model could be utilised as a guideline for designing and
developing a chip to reduce the costly and time-consuming trialand-error fabrication process.
Index Terms—Cell Trapping; Hydrodynamic; Single Cell,
Velocity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular studies represented by a group of cells in populations
are effective in defining broad properties of cells through a
variety of laboratory experimental analyses. Majority of the
techniques were executed as an array of experimental
treatments and cellular culture. The feedback of individual
cells in response to the laboratory culture treatments are
quantified as the average feedback of the collection of the
individual cells. Therefore, the differences between
individual cells could be deserted and this could disguise the
important response of a single cell. The feedback of a
collection of cells unable to screen the individual differences
or alterations between cells and left out the important cellular
characteristics between single cells. The infected cell might
be overlooked as normal cell because the measurement
representing the average of normal cells. These limitations
have moved the cell-based analyses towards the studies in the
single cell level.

Single cell investigation has expanded to the cell
characterization, in discovering cellular properties and
feedback of the single cell in response to the culture
treatments as and environmental conditions. Forgoing single
cell mechanical and electrical characterization were
performed to study the biophysical characteristics of cells
using various approaches such as Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) [1]–[5], micropipette aspiration [6]–[8], red blood cell
biomembrane probe [9]–[12] optical tweezer [13]–[15] and
microfluidic channel [16]–[20]. All those techniques with the
exception of the microfluidic channel necessitate the
individual cell to be manually separated, extracted and
manipulated manually using the micromanipulator by the
experienced and skilful user. The processes to position an
individual cell are often labor intensive and time consuming
with the need of complicated and sophisticated instruments.
Furthermore, the individual cells were analyzed in culture
dishes that are open in the air, which is exposed to
contamination in the environment. This condition will change
the actual condition of the cells and does not mimic the
conditions of cells in human body, where cells always
surrounded by human body fluid in a closed and controlled
condition.
A number of approaches have been employed in the
microfluidic device to isolate an individual cell. For example,
microwell-based [21]–[25], dielectrophoresis-based [26]–
[30], and hydrodynamic-based [31]–[38] microfluidic
devices have been developed for single-cell trapping due to a
growing demand for high-throughput single cell
manipulation with simple yet reliable tools. In microwellbased platforms, to achieve a high trapping efficiency it is
required to design a precise geometry [23]. For cell trapping
using dielectrophoresis technique, a non-uniform AC field is
applied to manipulate polarized particles in suspension. This
is a valuable approach to control a single cell efficiently.
There are diverse of methods that have been developed to
capture a single cell inside a microfluidic device such as
techniques of microwell [21]–[25], dielectrophoresis [26]–
[30], and hydrodynamic [31]–[38]. These techniques are
demanding as they are proven to be reliable tools to perform
a high-throughput single cell manipulation. Microwell
technique requires an accurate geometry design for obtaining
an efficient cell capture [23]. Dielectrophoresis is an
effective technique to move the polarized cells in the fluidic
environment but it could affect the cell viability and attenuate
the cell proliferation. The hydrodynamic technique requires a
properly designed microstructure to produce an appropriate
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fluidic resistance that will drive cells to the trapping site.
There are two type of hydrodynamic traps; the sieve traps
[31]–[33] and small side traps [34]–[38]. The geometry of
the microstructures needs to be precisely designed to enable
fluids and cells in the main channel to be directed to the
desired microstructures traps. Cells will be directed to the
empty trap and filled the trap, and the remaining cells will bypass the filled trap. Compared to other technique,
hydrodynamic trapping is the most suitable method to capture
single cells inside fluidic environment and to be integrated
with other single cell characterization technique. However,
the challenges in hydrodynamic trapping are the requirement
of an exact control of the numerous streams, a precise channel
design and geometries, optimization analysis to achieve
efficient trapping and further fluid profile investigation are
still required. Most of the single cell hydrodynamic traps have
so far been designed by intuition and determined by trial-anderror fabrication approaches.
Reported simulations study on the hydrodynamic single
cell trapping were performed using two-dimensional (2D)
and three-dimensional (3D) simulation using various type of
software such as CONVENTORWARE, ANSYST, and
COMSOL Multiphysics [37], [39]–[41]. The study involves
the analysis of fluid flow profile and fluid structure
interactions. However, when it comes to the combination of
fluid with solid particle simulation, the reported simulation
involves the combination of the static solid particle and
dynamic fluid flow. There are lacking the 3D simulation
which includes the dynamic fluid-solid behavior.
Improvement in implementing dynamic 3D solid structure
inside fluidic environment is needed to further understand the
interactions and movement of a solid structure in the fluid
inside the microchannels. Furthermore, a simulation analysis
that could be used as to predict the channel’s trapping ability
and geometry optimization is highly needed to reduce the
trial-and-error fabrication processes which are costly and
time-consuming.
The hydrodynamic single cell trapping capturing channel is
influenced by the cell sizes and types. Divers of cells needed
require unalike channel geometries and sizes. Therefore,
before fabricating the real device it is crucial to investigate
and optimize the channel’s geometry. Furthermore, time and
cost of fabrications also could be reduced. In this work, the
dynamic 3D solid structure finite element simulations were
created by manipulating the main channel’s inlet and trap
hole hydrodynamic fluid flow rate (Q). This simulation
analysis presents a proof of concept of hydrodynamic single
cell trapping and a guideline to design and optimize the
channel geometries and fluid Q to trap a 5 µm yeast cell,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The optimization of fluid Q was
performed by manipulating the fluid velocities applied in the
trap channel. There are three parts of the simulation study; the
investigation on the effect of channel’s geometry for; (a) the
trap hole size (HHole) and (b) the channel’s height (HChannel)
and lastly (c) the investigation of the fluid’s flow profile in
the channel that appropriate for single cell trapping.
II. THEORETICAL CONCEPT
The hydrodynamic trapping theory is simplified as
follows: (a) when trapping site is empty, the main channel
will have a higher hydrodynamic flow resistance (Rh) than
the trapping site; this fluidic condition will drive the cells to
flow into the trapping area (Figure 1(a)-(b)); after a cell has
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been trapped, it will block the fluid movement into the
trapping area and increase the Rh in the trapping area; (b) the
fluidic direction will be diverted from the trapping area to the
main channel, therefore next cells will be driven to bypass the
occupied trapping site [42]. Figure 1 (a)-(b); depicts a
graphical description of the hydrodynamic trapping concept
with a yeast cell represented by the orange oval.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Simple schematic of single-cell trapping channel with the
hydrodynamic resistance (a) before cell trapping (b) after cell trapping.

The Darcy-Weisbach equation is utilized to determine the
differences in pressure (pressure drop) within a
microchannel. The flow rate (Q) is defined by Equation (1)
via the Hagen–Poiseuille equation:
∆𝑃 = 𝑄 × 𝑅ℎ = 𝑄 × (

𝐶𝜇𝐿𝑃2
)
𝐴3

(1)

where Rh, ∆P and μ represent the flow resistance, pressure
drop and the fluid’s viscosity of the rectangular channels,
respectively. C denotes a constant which influenced by the
channel’s aspect ratio (ratio between height and width of the
channel). The channel’s length, perimeter, and crosssectional area are symbolized by L, P, and A, respectively.
From Equation (1), with the assumption that the pressure
difference is same (∆PTrap = ∆PMain), it can be deduced that
the flow resistance ratio (RhMain/RhTrap) or the flow rate ratio
(QTrap/QMain) between the trap and e main channel as Equation
(2) [43]:
2

𝑄Trap
𝐴Trap 3
𝐶Main 𝐿Main 𝑃Main
=(
)(
)(
) (
)
𝑄Main
𝐶Trap 𝐿Trap 𝑃Trap
𝐴Main

(2)

Equation (2) can be defined from a correlation of P = 2 (W
+ H) and A = W × H, where H and W are the height and width
of the channel, respectively, as follows:
𝑄Trap
𝑄Main
2
𝑊Trap 𝐻Trap 3
𝐶Main 𝐿Main 𝑊Main + 𝐻Main
=(
)(
)(
) (
) (3)
𝐶Trap 𝐿Trap 𝑊Trap + 𝐻Trap
𝑊Main 𝐻Main
Referring to Equations (2) and (3), it is known that the flow
rates distribution of the trap channel (QTrap) and main channel
(QMain) are dependent on the corresponding Rh. In order to
activate the trap to function, the flow rate along the trap
channel is needed to be greater than the main channel
(QTrap>QMain). The hydrodynamic flow resistance along the
main channel has to be greater than the trap channel
(RhMain>RhTrap) to could enable a single cell trapping in the
trapping site.
The hydrodynamic trapping concept for trapping sites was
proposed in [35]. This concept has been widely explored and
adopted for the guideline of sequential single cell entrapment
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inside the microfluidic channel. However, the work is only
done experimentally in order to prove the concept and no
simulation works has been reported prior to the microfluidic
design. This practice may be involving high costs in
fabrication and consume a lot of time to get the right
geometry of the devices which fabricated through trial and
error. Hence, there are needs to develop a 3D finite element
dynamic fluid-solid structure simulation for single cell
trapping that could be used to design and determine the
appropriate dimension of microfluidic channels for any kind
of cells or particles prior to fabrication. There are several
reported finite element simulation analyses on the
hydrodynamic single cell trapping which involves the
combination of fluid with solid particle; however, the
simulation only involves the analysis of static solid particle
and dynamic fluid flow. There is lack of the 3D simulation
analysis which includes the dynamic solid behavior involving
single cell hydrodynamic trapping. Improvement in
implementing dynamic 3D solid structure inside fluidic
environment finite element simulation is needed to further
understand the interactions and movement of a solid structure
in the fluid inside the microchannels.
A 3D finite element dynamic fluid-solid structure
hydrodynamic single cell trapping simulation was developed
to produce a finite element single cell trapping system. The
variables for optimization are the geometry of the trapping
channel (L, H, and W) and fluid flow rate (refer Equation (3))
and subject to the application, type and size that will be
carried out in the channel after the cells are trapped. In this
work, 3D finite element dynamic fluid-solid simulation, cells
are inserted through the inlet and directed to the trap channel
by varying the fluid’s velocity in the trap hole (representing
fluid suction in real device application). The geometry of trap
channel and trap hole are varied and HHole and HChannel were
adapted to yield a suitable Q ratio which brings to successful
trapping (refer Equation (3)). The subsequent cells will be
forwarded via the channel’s outlet by injecting cell’s culture
medium. Investigation study is done to find the Q ratio and
the suitable channel’s dimension to trap a 5 μm single yeast
cell.
III. SIMULATION SETUP
The analysis was carried out using a multiphysics analysis
finite element software, ABAQUS-FEA™. The 3D finite
element dynamic fluid-solid structure single cell
hydrodynamic loop channel trapping simulation composed of
the fluid channel and the sphere-shaped elastic yeast cell
which modeled as a three-dimensional (3D) deformable part
(Figure 2). The trap and main channel with a rectangular trap
hole placed in the center, at the edge of the trap channel. The
eight-node linear Eulerian brick element part assigned with
water properties (viscosity, equation of state, and density)
using 3D Eulerian explicit EC3DR is adopted to develop the
microchannel. A 5 μm ellipse-shaped yeast cell was built as
an eight-node linear brick 3D part with the yeast properties
(density, Poisson’s ratio, and Young’s modulus) and an
elastic 3D standard solid deformable C3D8R which the
properties are taken from [47]–[52]. Yeast cell with 5 μm
diameter was chosen in the 3D simulation as it is the average
size of spherical yeast cell and the available single cell
mechanical properties obtained for Saccharomyces
cerevisiae as reported from the experimental works[47]–[52].
The simulation study was divided into three part; to

investigate the effect of channel’s geometry, (a) the trap hole
size (HHole) and (b) the channel’s height (HChannel) (Figure
3(a)) and (c) to investigate the fluid flow profile in the
channel for appropriate single cell trapping.
Figure 2 depicts the assembly setup. The parts were
combined to perform the finite element simulation for the
proposed system. A yeast cell was placed in the main channel,
with a fixed the initial position (same distance between cell
and trap channel) for all the simulation models. Both single
cell trapping fluid channel and cell were meshed using
hexahedron mesh types. The single cell trapping model
consists of 5428 to 9007 mesh elements. General contact with
rough tangential behavior was set as the interaction between
cell and water, whereas frictionless was the interaction
between the cell surface and channel’s wall. The boundary
condition for the channel’s wall was applied with the noinflow and non-reflecting Eulerian boundary.
To study the effects of different trap hole size (HHole), the
trap hole’s height is varied in the range of 3 to 12 μm (Figure
3(b)) with a fixed trap hole width (WHole) and length (LHole) of
2 μm and 5 μm, respectively. The trap channel’s width
(WTrap), length (LTrap) and height (HTrap) were fixed to 7 μm, 7
μm and 15 μm, respectively with a fixed main channel’s width
(WMain), and height (HMain) of 15 μm. The effect of channel’s
height was investigated by varying the channel’s height
(representing the height of the main channel and trap
channel)from 7 to 15 μm (refer Figure 3 (c)) with a fixed main
channel’s width (WMain) of 15 μm, a fixed trap channel’s
width (WTrap) and length (LTrap) of 7 μm. Constant inlet fluid
velocity of 0.1 μms-1 and various fluid velocity were applied
at the trap hole ranging from 0.025–10.0 μms-1 to investigate
the appropriate QTrap/QMain ratio for single cell trapping. The
QTrap/QMain range was determined by theoretical calculation
referring to Equation (1). HHole and WChannel range were
selected based on the range of target cell’s size. Channel’s
height should be higher than the target cell’s diameter to
prevent clogging and not too high to prevent multiple cell
trapping. The width of the main channel, trap channel, and
trap hole (WMain, WChannel and WHole) were set to be 15 μm, 7
μm and 2 μm, respectively throughout the analysis. The main
channel’s width was set to be 15 μm due to the reported
finding by Kim et al. [41] which stated that main channel
width should be larger than the diameter to ensure the
particles will receive effective drag forces to be directed into
the trap channel.

Figure 2: Construction of the 3D system and parts involved. The simulation
assembly consists of eulerian part (fluid channel) and 3D deformable part
(cell).
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representing the fluid velocity in the main channel were
plotted above the red dashed line while the graphs
representing the fluid velocity in the main channel were found
to be below the line. The model of single cell trapping with
the biggest size of trap hole’s (HHole of 12 μm) produced the
lowest fluid velocity in the trap hole while cell trapping
channel with HHole of 4 μm produced the highest velocity in
the trap hole for all different QTrap/QMain ratio (Figure 5). It
was found that the velocity of the fluid in the trap channel
increased when the trap hole size decreases with the
exception of single cell trapping site with HHole of 3 μm. This
probably due to the small size of the trap hole could cause a
distribution of fluid velocity very low [44]–[46] and a
reduction of the fluid velocity in the trap channel. However,
the fluid’s velocity in the main channel was found to be
consistent in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 µms-1. No significant
increase was found in the main channel when the trap hole
size was decreased. Increasing the trap hole size resulted in a
gradually decreased of the fluid velocity in the trap channel.
The single cell trapping channel with HHole of 4 μm was
chosen for the subsequent analysis.

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: (a) Front view of the channels that illustrate the position of the
main channel, trap channel, trap hole and channel’s height (HChannel). (b)
Illustration of the single cell trapping channel from side view for different
trap hole sizes (HHole) (c) Illustration of the single cell trapping channel
from side view for different channel’s height (HChannel).

Figure 4: Two points representing the trap (left) and main (right) channel
where the velocities of fluid were recorded for analysis.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Effects of Different Trap Hole Sizes
The fluid velocity profile within the trap and main channel
during after and prior to cell trapping were investigated to
prove the single cell hydrodynamic trapping concept. The
simulation study was executed to observe the effects of
different trap hole size (HHole) for the trap channel’s height in
the range of 3 to 12 μm. Fluid velocity applied at the trap hole
was varied to comply with the desired QTrap/QMain ratio. A
Single yeast cell was capable to be directed and being
captured into the trapping site when QTrap/QMain ratio was 2.0
and above. Increasing the the HHole from 3 to 15 μm produced
a similar trapping behavior. The yeast cell could be driven by
the fluid flow and directed into the trapping site when
QTrap/QMain ratio was 2.0 and above, proving that
hydrodynamic single cell trapping concept works
accordingly. However, different results were obtained for
channels with a HHole less than 3 μm. The cell was found to
bypass the trapping site and unable to be trapped although the
QTrap/QMain ratio was above 2.0. This analysis shows that HTrap
less than 3 μm is not appropriate for the proposed channel
geometry. The design was unsuccessful to obey the concept
of hydrodynamic trapping, possibly because of the size of
trap hole (<1/5 of HTrap) is small. The small trap hole size
(HHole) possibly produce low pressure drop and cause a very
low fluid velocity distribution which resists cells being
captured in trap channel [44]–[46]. Figure 4 shows the
position of points where the velocity of fluid was measured
in the main and trap channel and Figure 5 shows the graph of
fluid’s velocity in both main and trap channel for different
QTrap/QMain ratio.
The red dashed line in Figure 5 shows the division of fluid
velocity between the trap and main channel. The graphs
96

Figure 5: Graph representing the velocity of fluid inside the main and trap
channel for different QTrap/QMain ratio for single cell trapping design with
different trap hole size (HHole).

B. Effects of Different Channel Heights
The effectiveness of the single-cell trapping was improved
by applying the appropriate trap channel’s height (HChannel),
after exploring the effects of trap hole size of the single cell
trapping channel. A yeast cell was used to study the effect of
three different HChannel. The manners of fluid velocities in the
main and trap channel were observed for different QTrap/QMain
ratio. The trap and main channel fluid’s velocity during after
and prior to trapping were analyzed. All the single cell
trapping design with diverse HChannel able to isolate a single
cell with QTrap/QMain ratio of 2.0 and above. The graph in
Figure 6 demonstrates the result of fluid velocity inside the
trap and main channel for different single cell trapping
HChannel and QTrap/QMain ratio. In contrast with the effects of
trap hole size, it was found that the fluid velocity in the trap
channel increases along with the increment of the HChannel.
Single cell trapping channel with HChannel of 15 μm gives the
highest fluid velocity in the trap channel compared to
channels with a lower HChannel (Figure 6). Similar to the
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previous analysis, no significant increase was found in the
main channel when the HChannel was changed. The speed of
the fluid in the main channel remained to be consistent in the
range of 0.1 to 0.3 µms-1.
(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6: Graph representing the velocity of fluid inside the main and trap
channel for different QTrap/QMain ratio for single cell trapping design with
different channel height (HChannel).

C. Investigation of the Fluid Flow Profile and Single
Cell Trapping Channel Trapping Ability
Based on the concept of the hydrodynamic trapping
proposed in [35], trapping single cell/particle can be achieved
when the QTrap/QMain ratio is higher 1. The model of cell
trapping with HHole and HChannel of 4 μm and 15 μm,
respectively was used to study the appropriate QTrap/QMain
ratio. The velocity of fluid applied in the inlet was varied to
create a QTrap/QMain ratio range within 1 to 5. Raising the
QTrap/QMain ratio was relative with the rise of the fluid’s
velocity applied in the trap hole. When the QTrap/QMain ratio of
2.0 or higher is selected, a yeast cell was successfully
captured (Figure 7 (a)-(d)). It was found that the QTrap/QMain
ratio below 2 caused the cell incapable to be trapped at the
trapping site (refer Figure 7(a)). The simulation results for
both the study on the effect of trap hole size and the channel
height show that an QTrap/QMain ratio of 2 or higher was
capable to trap a single cell and the finding was aligned with
the hydrodynamic trapping concept [35].
The single cell hydrodynamic trapping mechanism was
examined by investigating the fluid speed rate profile and
streamline plots of the cell capturing site. Fluid velocity
streamlines plots indicate the route which the fluid streams
are directed, and velocity profiles describe the fluid speed rate
value in the channel by color differences. Cell trapping
channels with QTrap/QMain ratio below 2 (Figure 8 (a)) created
velocity streamlines that were not fully concentrating on the
trapping site. Fractions of the streamlines were heading to the
main channel, causing the fluid streams not strong enough to
drive the cell into the trapping site. This outcome was found
to be aligned with the fluid’s velocity dispersal formed by the
same trapping channel (Figure 9 (a)). The findings
demonstrate that the main channel’s fluid velocity was
greater than the traping site’s fluid velocity for the cell
trapping channel with QTrap/QMain 1. As a result, core stream
will influence and drive the yeast cell to enter into the main
channel’s direction to bypass the trap channel.

(d)
Figure 7: Single cell trapping results at simulation time of 86 s for cell
trapping channel with trapping HHoleof 4 μm and HChannel of 15 μm with
QTrap/QMain ratio of (a) 1.0 (b) 2.0 (c) 3.0 and (d) 4.0.

The single cell hydrodynamic trapping mechanism was
examined by investigating the velocity streamline field of the
cell trapping site and fluid velocity profile. Velocity profiles
portray the velocity value in the channel by colour
differences, and fluid velocity streamlines indicate the route
that where the fluid streams are heading. Cell trapping
channels with QTrap/QMain ratio below 2 (Figure 8 (a)) created
velocity streamlines that were not completely heading for the
trapping site. Fractions of the streamlines were heading to the
main channel, causing the fluid streams not strong enough to
drive the cell into the trapping site. This outcome was found
to be aligned with the distribution of fluid’s velocity
generated by the similar trapping site (Figure 9 (a)). The
findings demonstrate that the main channel’s fluid velocity
was higher in contrast to the fluid velocity of trapping site for
cell trapping channel with QTrap/QMain 1. As a result, the
central stream will bring targeted particle to move into the
main channel’s direction to avoid the trapping site.
Different findings were obtained for cell trapping site with
an QTrap/QMain ratio of 2 and higher (Figure 8 (b)-(d)), the
streamlines profiles show the fluid movement deviated from
the main channel to the trapping site and focused into the
trapping site. The velocity distribution in the channel causes
a pressure drop between the main channel and the trapping
site, causing the fluid flow rate in the main channel to be
lower than the trapping site. In consequence, fluid will carry
cell to a lower flow resistance area to be captured. For
channels with QTrap/QMain ratio of 2 to 4 (Figure 9 (b)-(d)), the
distribution of fluid’s velocity from the trap hole to the
trapping site is larger than the main channel fluid’s velocity
(refer velocity value in Figure 6). These results illustrate that
lower hydrodynamic resistance is produced by trapping site
compared to the main channel which caused the central
stream to bring the yeast-cell move to the trap channel. All
channels with QTrap/QMain ratio of 2 to 4 produced same fluid
velocity patterns which create sufficient pressure decrement
to enable trapping in the trap channel. There was an increment
of fluid velocity when the QTrap/QMain ratio was increased
(refer Figure 9 (b)-(d), presented by the colour contour in
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Figure 9. The cell trapping channels with a QTrap/QMain ratio
of 2 and above were found capable to capture the yeast-cell
with the same velocity. Nevertheless, a small variation is
found in the whole time of cell trapping (total time until the
cell reaches the surface of the trapping site) with diverse
QTrap/QMain ratios (refer Figure 7). A QTrap/QMain ratio was
found to require a less time for the complete trapping
procedure in contrast to a smaller QTrap/QMain ratio.

highest velocity in the trap channel compared to other
geometry tested. Increasing the trap hole size resulted in a
gradually decreased of the fluid velocity in the trap channel
and fluid velocity in trap channel increases along with the
increment of the HChannel.This cell trapping model capable to
capture an individual yeast cell inside fluidic environment
and could be used to study the mechanical and biological
behaviour of a single cell.
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